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Abstra t

Performan e models spe i ed using ompositional algebra su er the
well-known state spa e explosion problem, where a relatively small de nition leads to a Markov hain with a large state spa e that is problemati
to solve. As a result it is widely re ognised that the development of te hniques to solve performan e models eÆ iently is of parti ular pra ti al
importan e. Re ently the notion of behavioural independen e was introdu ed to exploit the stru ture of Markovian pro ess algebra models in
order to solve models in a ompositional manner. In this paper the opposite property, namely ontrol, is used to solve models by substituting
omponents in the model with simpler versions.
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Introdu tion

Sto hasti pro ess algebra are widely re ognised as a good way of spe ifying performan e models sin e they allow the modeller to exploit the ompositionality
of systems in the spe i ation. However, this advantageous property for spe iation often leads to diÆ ulty in solution, as a model with several omponents
will generally lead to a large underlying ontinuous time Markov hain (CTMC)
that requires a signi ant amount of e ort to solve. As a result a key resear h
topi in re ent years has been to identify eÆ ient methods for analysing and
solving sto hasti pro ess algebra models by de omposition (see [5, 6℄). This
means using the omponent stru ture of models to drive the solution, ideally
generating isolated solutions for individual omponents that an be ombined to
solve the entire model without needing to generate the global state spa e of the
omplete model. One element of this work has been the identi ation and hara terisation of produ t form solutions, using properties su h as reversibility [7℄
and quasi-reversibility [3℄. Another fo us has been the study of lasses of model,
whi h do not have a produ t form solution, but an nevertheless be de omposed
under ertain onditions to provide solutions to ertain global measures.

Re ently a property referred to as behavioural independen e has been exploited by Thomas [8, 9℄ to give lear de nitions for ertain restri ted lasses of
model subje t to de ompositional solution. Essentially this property states that
the behaviour of a parti ular group of omponents in a model is not in uen ed
by the behaviour of other omponents in the model. This non-trivial property
an be a powerful tool in identifying independent and semi-independent behaviours. If behavioural independen e does not exist then by de nition another
omponent must be exerting ontrol. In this paper we exploit the existen e of
ontrol in a model by repla ing a omponent in the model with a simpler version of itself. This simple omponent o ers the same set of intera tions as the
omponent it repla ed, but in general has far fewer states. Thus the resultant
model gives rise to a CTMC that is also mu h redu ed in size and onsequently
easier to solve. However, in general it is not always possible to know the rates of
all transitions within the simple omponent. Therefore an iterative approa h is
used to nd a onvergen e between two or more redu ed models. This approa h
is inspired by Gribaudi and Sereno [2℄ who used a similar te hnique when solving
ertain Petri net models.
In the following se tions PEPA is summarised and a number of de nitions
are made, in luding that of ontrol. The lass of model to be studied is then
des ribed and the simple omponent and the solution method spe i ed. To
illustrate the approa h a simple queueing example is presented followed by some
on luding remarks.
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PEPA

A formal presentation of PEPA is given in [4℄, in this se tion a brief informal summary is presented. PEPA, being a Markovian Pro ess Algebra, only
supports a tions that o ur with durations that are negative exponentially distributed. Spe i ations written in PEPA represent Markov pro esses and an
be mapped to a ontinuous time Markov hain (CTMC). Systems are spe i ed
in PEPA in terms of a tivities and omponents. An a tivity ( ; r) is des ribed
by the type of the a tivity, , and the rate of the asso iated negative exponential distribution, r. This rate may be any positive real number, or given as
unspe i ed using the symbol >. The syntax for des ribing omponents is given
as:

P ::= ( ; r):P j P + Q j P=L j P

L Q j A

The omponent ( ; r):P performs the a tivity of type at rate r and then
behaves like P . The omponent P + Q behaves either like P or like Q, the
resultant behaviour being given by the rst a tivity to omplete. The omponent
P=L behaves exa tly like P ex ept that the a tivities in the set L are on ealed,
their type is not visible and instead appears as the unknown type  . Con urrent
omponents an be syn hronised, P L Q, su h that a tivities in the ooperation
set L involve the parti ipation of both omponents. In PEPA the shared a tivity
o urs at the slowest of the rates of the parti ipants and if a rate is unspe i ed
in a omponent, the omponent is passive with respe t to that a tivities of that
type. The parallel ombinator k is used as shorthand to denote syn hronisation
def
with no shared a tivities, i.e. P kQ  P ; Q. A =
P gives the onstant A the
behaviour of the omponent P .





2.1 De nitions
In the following se tions a number of properties of PEPA models will be referred
to. Sin e the de nitions of these properties are presented in detail elsewhere [4℄,
only a general des ription of them is in luded here. Informally a derivative is the
\state" of a omponent de ning the urrent behaviour of a model or omponent.
def
def
For example, if P = ( ; r):Q then Q is a derivative of P and if Q = ( ; r2 ):R
then R is a derivative of both Q and P , and so on. The derivative set, ds(P ),
is the set of all the possible derivatives of a omponent, P . The urrent a tion
type set of a omponent P , A(P ),
ontains all the a tion types (but not the
rates) that are enabled in the urrent derivative of the omponent P . The
~(P ), ontains all the a tion types
omplete a tion type set of a omponent P , A
(but not the rates) that are enabled in any of the derivatives P 0 2 ds(P ), hen e
A~(P ) = SP 2ds(P ) A(P 0 ). The urrent a tion set of a omponent P , A t (P ),
ontains all the a tions (type and rate pairs) that are enabled in the urrent
derivative of the omponent P . In addition it is ne essary to onstru t a number
of additional de nitions.
0

De nition 2.1 (Fertile a tion)
An a tion

is said to be fertile in derivative

Pi

if

Pi

! Pj

and

i 6= j .

De nition 2.2 (Current fertile a tion type set)
The urrent fertile a tion type set of a omponent P , denoted Af (P ), is the set
of all a tion types of a tions that are fertile in the urrent derivative of P .
De nition 2.3 (Complete fertile a tion type set)
The omplete fertile a tion type set of a omponent P ,

denoted

A~f (P )

, is the

set of all a tion types of a tions that are fertile in at least one derivative of
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P.

Behavioural independen e and ontrol

Put simply, behavioural independen e requires that omponents in a model behave identi ally regardless of the urrent behaviour of other omponents in
the model (this property is de ned formally and dis ussed in detail in [9℄). If
a omponent is not behaviourally independent then it must be dependent on
some other omponent to perform one of more a tions during its evolution. This
property is referred to as ontrol, and is more formally de ned thus:

De nition 3.1 (Control)
The omponent P is said to
any Pi 2 ds(P )


be subje t to

ontrol in the model

P

L Q

if for







L Qk )=fA(Pi L Qk )=fAf (Pi ) \ Lgg
(Pi 


8 Qj ; Qk 2 ds(Q) s:t: (Pi 
L Qj ); (Pi L Qk ) 2 ds(P L Q)
A
A

t

6
(Pi L Qj )=fA(Pi L Qj )=fAf (Pi ) \ Lgg =

t

This de nition states that the fertile a tions in any derivative of P (or the
rates at whi h those a tions o ur) an hange as the urrent derivative of Q

evolves. This dependen e is expressed by saying that omponent Q ontrols
omponent P over a tion K  L in P L Q if the rate at whi h an a tion of
type k 2 K an happen in Pi 2 ds(P ) depends on the urrent derivative of Q.
Clearly, if Q ontrols P over K then P annot be behaviourally independent, but
the independen e, or otherwise, of Q is not given by this statement. The ontrol
set of P , K(P ) is referred to as all the a tions by whi h it is ontrolled. For
example, if in the model (P L Q) M R, Q ontrols P over K1 and R ontrols
P over K2 then K(P ) = K1 [ K2 . Clearly P is behaviourally independent i
K(P ) = ;.
The trivial ase for behavioural independen e is learly that with no shared
a tions, i.e. P jjQ, however this is not the only ase where omponents may
be onsidered to be behaviourally independent. Furthermore, the fa t that no
a tions are shared between two omponents does not mean they will always be
behaviourally independent in the presen e of other omponents. For example,
in (P jjQ) L R the intera tion between Q and R may in uen e the intera tion
between P and R, ausing P and Q to be behaviourally dependent, i.e. Q may
ontrol R and R may ontrol P .
The importan e of the notion of ontrol is two-fold. Firstly it allows where
a model fails to be behaviourally independent to be expli itly stated. If the
number of instan es of ontrol (the o urren e of a tions through whi h ontrol
is exerted) is small, then it may be possible to reate an approximate model
where these instan es are in some way ignored, or an approximate solution
where the intervals between ontrols are long enough for the model to approa h
steady state behaviour. The se ond important use for the notion of ontrol is in
building approximations that a tually seek to exploit this property. This topi
is explored in the remaining se tions of this paper.



 



3.1

Identifying

ontrol

Test ases have been developed for behavioural independen e that apture many
pra ti al o urren es of that property at the omponent level, rather than the
model level. For example, a omponent P will obviously be behaviourally independent in P L Q if all a tions a 2 L are de ned in every derivative of Q at
the same rate. Unfortunately the onditions for behavioural independen e that
an be applied at the omponent level are not omplete, therefore the failure
to identify behavioural independen e does not imply ontrol. In theory similar
tests are possible for the notion of ontrol, however, whilst it is a simple matter to show that a ombination of omponents does indeed exhibit ontrol, it is
another matter to prove that the model an evolve into that ombination of omdef
ponents without re ourse to the global state spa e. Thus, even if Qi =
(a; ):Qk
def
and Qj = (a; ):Qk , the omponent P may still be behaviourally independent
in P L Q if there is no Pi 2 ds(P ) su h that both Pi L Qi 2 ds(P L Q) and
Pi L Qj 2 ds(P L Q). The lear ex eption to this problem is where it an be
shown that












1. Q an evolve into Qi and Qj using only a tions that are not shared,
2. there is a Pi 2 ds(P ) whi h may also be rea hed through internal a tions,
3. a is de ned passively (with rate >) in Pi .

This rst two of these onditions is ne essary as only internal (not shared)
a tions an be assumed to happen, sin e any shared a tion may be blo ked and
it is only possible to know whether this is the ase by exploring the derivatives
of the model P L Q. The nal ondition, that a is de ned passively in Pi , is
ne essary as a shared a tion may only be assumed to o ur at a given symboli
rate only if one partner is passive or both partners spe ify the same symboli
rate.
Clearly this approa h to identifying ontrol is restri tive, indeed it is unlikely
that any automated approa h at the omponent level is able to identify 100%
of ases. Furthermore, ontrol is subje t to numeri al, as well as symboli ,
onditions, thus if = then no ontrol is exerted in this ase. Clearly at the
symboli level of automated model inspe tion there is little that an be done to
address numeri al on erns, although it seems reasonable to assume that if the
modeller has gone to the trouble of spe ifying di erent symboli rates and
for the same a tion type a, then there is a signi ant possibility that 6= .
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Approximation using redu ed omponents




Given a model of two omponents, X L Y , su h that X ontrols Y it is possible
to generate X su h that the a tions of Y are unaltered with respe t to L in
X L Y if for any derivative of X L Y there is a orresponding derivative of
X L Y su h that
0

0

0





A t (X 
L Y ) \ L = A t (X L Y ) \ L
0

In many situations, su h as modelling resour es, there will be little or no di eren e between X and the smallest possible X . However, when X ontains many
derivatives, Xi where A t (Xi ) \ L does not hange, then there is potential for
substantial state spa e redu tion. The number of derivatives in X is dependent on the number of a tions in L and the number of distin t rates at whi h
they are enabled. If the rates of ea h shared a tion is the same wherever it is
enabled then the size of the redu ed omponent X is 2 L . Thus the smaller the
ooperation set the better the redu tion in state spa e in the system X L Y .
Consider the ase where L = fag, if the rate of this a tion is the same in every
derivative of X fag Y in whi h it is enabled then the redu ed form of X , X is
given as follows.
0

0

0

j

j

0





0

= (a; r1):X1 + (a; r2):X2 + (; r3):X2
X1 def
def
X2 = (; r4):X1
0

0

0

0

0

0

The unknown a tion type  is used to denote all those a tions internal to
X su h that the derivative of X hanges from Xi to Xj and (A t (Xi ) \ L) 6=
(A t (Xj ) \ L) (for all possible i and j . At this stage it is not possible to know
the rates r1, r2, r3 and r4 in general, although the sum of the rates r1 and r2
 Y in whi h it is enabled. If
is learly the rate of a in every derivative of X 
fag
X is behaviourally independent in X 
L Y then X may be solved in isolation
and hen e the rates found from the steady state probabilities. However, if Y
L Y then it is not a simple matter to solve X . Instead an
ontrols X in X 
iterative approa h is adopted (from [2℄) to ta kle this problem as follows.




1. Generate the smallest X 0 su h that for any derivative of X L Y there
is a orresponding derivative of X 0 L Y su h that A t (X L Y ) \ L =
A t (X 0 L Y ) \ L.







2. Similarly generate the smallest Y 0 su h that for any derivative of X L Y
there is a orresponding derivative of X L Y 0 su h that A t (X L Y ) \
L = A t (X L Y 0 ) \ L.






 Y using estimates of the unknown rates in X 0.
3. Solve X 0 
 Y to al ulate the unknown rates in Y 0 .
4. Use the solution of X 0 
 Y 0 to nd new estimates of the unknown rates in X 0.
5. Solve X 
 Y to nd new estimates of the unknown rates in Y 0.
6. Solve X 0 
L

L

L

L

7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until onvergen e (or abandon).
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Example

Consider the following de nition of a simple two queue network with feedba k
and blo king.

Queue10 = (arrival; ):Queue11 + (feedba k; >):Queue11
def
Queue1j = (arrival; ):Queue1j +1 + (servi e1; 1 ):Queue1j 1
+ (feedba k; >):Queue1j +1 ; 1  j  N 1
def
Queue1N = (servi e1; 1 ):Queue1N 1
def

def
(servi e1; >):Queue21
Queue20 =
def
Queue2j = (servi e1; >):Queue2j +1 + (feedba k; q2 ):Queue2j 1
+ (departure; (1 q )2 ):Queue2j 1 ; 1  j  N 1
def
Queue2N = (feedba k; q2 ):Queue2N 1
+ (departure; (1 q )2 ):Queue2N 1

Queue10



fservi e1 ;
feedba kg

Queue20

Ea h queue has an input a tion whi h is ontrolled by the other queue, i.e. it
is blo ked when the other queue is empty, Queue1 has an additional independent
arrival pro ess. Similarly ea h queue output a tion whi h is also ontrolled
by the other queue, i.e. it is blo ked when the other queue is full, Queue2
has an additional departure pro ess. Hen e, both omponents in this model
(Queue1 and Queue2) are ontrolling and ontrolled over the o-operation set
fservi e1; feedba kg.
It is a simple matter to onstru t the redu ed versions of Queue1 and
Queue2, Queue10 and Queue20 respe tively.
def
Queue10a =
(arrival; ):Queue10b + (feedba k; >):Queue10b

Queue10b = (arrival; p1 ):Queue10 + (servi e1; (1 p2 )1 ):Queue10b
+ (servi e1; p2 1 ):Queue10a + (feedba k; p1q2 ):Queue10
+ (feedba k; (1 p1 )q2 ):Queue10b
def
Queue10 =
(servi e1; 1 ):Queue10b
def

def
Queue20a =
(servi e1; >):Queue20b
def
Queue20b = (servi e1; (1 p3 )1 ):Queue20b
+ (servi e1; p3 1 ):Queue20 + (feedba k; p4 q2 ):Queue20a
+ (feedba k; (1 p4 )q2 ):Queue20b
+ (departure; p4 (1 q )2 ):Queue20a
def
Queue20 = (feedba k; q2 ):Queue20b
+ (departure; (1 q )2 ):Queue20b
In this example the redu ed form of the omponents have only three derivatives as there is no possible state where both the input and output a tions are
blo ked. Clearly the derivatives Queue1a, Queue1 , Queue2a and Queue2 , are
analogous to ea h queue being either empty or full and the derivatives Queue1b
and Queue2b orrespond to all the non-empty and non-full onditions of ea h
queue respe tively. This approximation has introdu ed four new probabilities:
 p1 is the probability that an additional job entering Queue1 will ause it
to be ome full,
p1 = P r[Queue1N 1℄=(1 P r[Queue1N ℄ P r[Queue10℄).






p2 is the probability that a servi e1 a tion auses Queue1 to be ome
empty,
p2 = P r[Queue11 ℄=(1 P r[Queue1N ℄ P r[Queue10 ℄).
p3 is the probability that a servi e1 a tion auses Queue2 to be ome full,
p3 = P r[Queue2N 1℄=(1 P r[Queue2N ℄ P r[Queue20℄).
p4 is the probability that a job leaving Queue2 will ause it to be ome
empty,
p4 = P r[Queue21 ℄=(1 P r[Queue2N ℄ P r[Queue20 ℄).

The optimal values for these probabilities must be found by iteratively solving
the two redu ed models:

Queue10
and

Queue10a



Queue20a



Queue20

fservi e1 ;
feedba kg

fservi e1 ;
feedba k g

Ea h of these redu ed models has a CTMC with 3(N + 1) states whereas
the original model has a CTMC with (N + 1)2 states. Clearly there is a potentially signi ant saving on omputation in ea h iteration, however the overall
omputational eÆ ien y of this approa h is dependent not only on the value
of N , but the number of iterations required to a hieve onvergen e over the
introdu ed probabilities. Therefore in the following subse tion the a ura y of
the approximation and the number of iterations required are both investigated.

5.1

Numeri al results

For the purposes of numeri al evaluation the maximum sizes of the queues, N ,
was 9. This gure was hosen as a ompromise between ease of solution of the
omplete model (for omparison) and signi an e of the model redu tion. The
omplete model and the redu ed (iterative solution) models were solved using
the PEPA Workben h [1℄, to derive the generator matri es, and XMaple was
used to solve these numeri ally. In all ases 20 iterations of the algorithm were
used, however in most instan es a good degree of onvergen e (6 de imal pla es)
was a hieved in 7 or 8 iterations. Two performan e measures are derived for
omparison, idleness and the average number of jobs in the system, and both
these measures are ompared with exa t results omputed dire tly from the
omplete model. Idleness, the per entage of time during whi h both queues
are empty simultaneously, is al ulated dire tly from the approximations as the
average of P r[Queue10a & Queue20℄ and P r[Queue10 & Queue20a℄. It has been
observed that when these two probabilities are very lose to one another the
estimated idleness is a very good approximation, and that the degree of separation between them is indi ative of the degree of error. The se ond measure,
the average number of jobs in the system, is al ulated from the marginal queue
size distributions derived from ea h of the approximations.
Figure 1 shows idleness plotted against arrival rate on a logarithmi s ale.
This plot learly shows the extremely good approximation gained at low load,
but the redu tion in quality as the arrival rate in reases.

Figure 1: Idleness varied with arrival rate for exa t solution and approximation
1 = 2 = 60; q = 0:5
The same input values are used in Figure 2, whi h shows the average number
of jobs in the system. Whereas there was a signi ant error for the estimation
of idleness, even at average load, there is no dis ernible error for the al ulation
of the average number of jobs. This is reiterated by Figure 3, whi h shows
the per entage error from the data in Figure 2. Nowhere in this plot is the
error worse than 0.5 per ent. It is perhaps surprising that an approximate

Figure 2: Average number of jobs varied with arrival rate
1 = 2 = 60; q = 0:5
model (in this ase two approximate models) should give rise to a very poor
approximation when used dire tly but a very good approximation when using
marginal probabilities. However, it is lear from the results presented here that,
in this ase at least, the errors introdu ed in the redu ed models are almost
entirely attributed to the approximated queues. Therefore that part of the
redu ed models whi h is modelled ompletely is a tually behaving in an almost
exa t manner despite a very rude approximation to the rest of the system.
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Con lusions and further work

In this paper we have presented an iterative approximation te hnique that an be
applied to models in whi h all the omponents exhibit the property of ontrol.
Although the example presented here uses only two simple omponents, the
te hnique is also appli able to multiple ompound omponents. In addition the
heart of this te hnique ould easily be applied to ases where one omponent is
behaviourally independent but ontrols another omponent. In the example the
a ura y of the approximation for al ulating marginal omponent distributions
is shown to be extremely good, although the approximations themselves give
only variable a ura y when used dire tly to derive measures of interest.
A signi ant amount of work remains to be done to improve the use of
the te hnique des ribed in this paper. In parti ular in the onditions for the
formation of the redu ed omponent we refer to the derivatives of the omplete
model X L Y . Clearly if the model is large then any referen e to its global state
spa e is highly undesirable, and if the model is not large then it is probably not
ne essary to apply model redu tion te hniques. Therefore it will be desirable to



Figure 3: Per entage error of approximation of the average number of jobs
varied with arrival rate
1 = 2 = 60; q = 0:5
form onditions for the redu ed omponent that do not rely on the global state
spa e. The example presented does not satisfy the very restri tive ondition
developed in Se tion 3.1 to test for ontrol and relies instead on the intuition of
the modeller to identify the suitability of this approximation.
The approa h taken so far in attempting to automate the onstru tion of
redu ed omponents has been pragmati . If no behavioural independen e is
identi ed then the ideal form for a redu ed omponent is attempted at the
omponent level. The global state spa e is explored only if it is not possible
to form su h a omponent and derive the ne essary rates. In theory it should
be possible to examine the model in advan e to determine whether or not the
global state spa e needs to be explored, however this has not yet been a hieved.
In addition, the onditions for onvergen e have yet to be explored. Although
this has not been a pra ti al issue it would be desirable to prove that a lass of
models will a hieve onvergen e under this te hnique and to develop heuristi s
to predi t the probabilities that are required to onverge. Work also remains
to be done to investigate if the approximations an be improved, perhaps for
ertain sub lasses of model, parti ularly for measures (su h as idleness in the
example presented here) taken dire tly from the approximate model rather than
those derived from the marginal distributions.
A further line of investigation on erns a slightly more exible ondition we
have termed, weak ontrol. A omponent Q is said to weakly ontrol omponent
P over K  L in the model P L Q if the o urren e of an a tion a, a 2 K ,
a e ts only the rate of subsequent a tivities in P but not their existen e, i.e.
A(P ) does not hange as Q evolves, but the rates of its a tions an. In this
instan e a redu ed model of the kind presented in Se tion 4 ould be onstru ted
with average rates for a tions in Q, rather than a di erent derivative of the



redu ed omponent Q for every di erent rate of a. This an be thought of as
analogous to the queueing s enario of approximating Markov modulated arrivals
with a Poisson stream. Clearly the a ura y of this kind of approximation is
likely to be mu h less predi table than that presented in this paper, however
the lass of appli able model is likely to be signi antly larger.
0
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